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New Moon In Aquarius February 9, 2024

 

The New Moon theme from Feb 9 to the Full Moon on Feb 24 creates a strong urge to reject our old 
set patterns. Humanity as a whole can feel the winds of Aquarius increasing and reject mass 
consciousness opinions, mindsets and programming. Whatever issue is going on in the world (or in 
your own personal world) the new moon in Aquarius square to Uranus and Jupiter in Taurus, would be 
an impulse to think independently, and a desire to break molds.

We can apply this for the next few weeks, with any thing we see as a rut in our world.

Project oneself into another mindset, a new experience. It's a good idea to get out and go somewhere 
different from your usual everyday local environment as any change of frequency around you will also 
increase the ability to embrace something refreshing.

The challenge of the square within this new moon, would be to tune into a new experience, in order to 
get what we could call, an upgrade for our entire being but a square to Uranus sometimes creates erratic
unexpected issues we must navigate through, without abandoning our ultimate ideal.

Can you think of anything dynamically different and positive you could experience, in order to 
challenge the body, emotions and mind/spirit to a positive expansive change?
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This New Moon could be triggering unique ideas inside us, in order to prepare for an acceleration of 
what we are capable of. I see it preparing us for the bigger transformational movement towards an even
greater potential when Jupiter and Uranus finally conjoin exactly on April 15 – 30, 2024. 

Affirmation:

I AM one with the greatest possible transformation from my Divine Presence,
and masterfully holding Earth and all humanity within my heart. Immense

light penetrates negative conditions, planetary disruptions and manipulations
which can be used for dark purposes. The world is awake to love, intelligent

plans, courageous powerful direction, leading all into a higher form of
existence, now.

The New Moon in Aquarius is also sextile the North Node in Aries, it appears to me, it's happening 
globally to millions of people everywhere – this desire to break molds and prepare for something 
greater.

We notice it in the news, on the internet, how people are thinking, feeling, responding to this or that 
new program or world crisis. Everything digital will be seriously argued, pro and against. 

Look for unpredictable radical responses and comments increasing and more push to manipulate 
programmable money and digital Ids to get implemented. Something expansive and revolutionary is 
occurring to the old outworn world and patterns, where more and more are complaining about these old
paradigms and agendas, and deciding they don't want it. It's as if no one cares anymore what particular 
leading organizations are pressing on the public. Aquarius and Uranus won't be easily controlled. 

Interesting opportunities might also land in our personal laps as we go through these two weeks for 
expansion. I sense a sharpening of many people's observations on what could be better, handled better, 
like we're ALL receiving an upgrade!

Feb 11 2024 – March 22, 2024 Mars enters Aquarius



 

Mars also entering Aquarius during the period of the New Moon in Aquarius can supersize this 
experiment in breaking away from an old matrix around us, especially beginning on February 11...up 
through the 22.

This Mars brings strong drive and motivation to transform something in our life. Be prepared for a new
experience plopping in your lap! It can happen in your physical real life, possibly in contact from a 
person – a friend....yet with so many resonating together with this new way of understanding 
something, the entire planet's majority of souls who are energetically leading how the positive future 
will unfold, are connected. And so it's not just happening to you alone, a change, a revelation, a new 
insight which can lead to a new direction in life, but it will be a theme all over the world, resonating on 
the same page a similar outlook and attitude together.

I won't deny, anytime Mars in Aquarius, near other planets in Aquarius (Sun and Moon) and especially 
square to Uranus, creates the potential for sudden stressful disruptions within society. We'll go into 
these a bit later ...

Mars brings action, drive, motivation and desire for harmony, upgrading, transformation and 
humanitarian truth and transparency – something scientific, or globally factual, which can help in so 
many areas of conflict now. I know I keep saying it, but it is, an upgrade for advanced solutions to the 
world issues, and also, a change of opinions among the many, to choose intelligent factual course of 
action.

Let's go through the rest of the planets for the next few weeks.....

Feb 12 – 16 Mars in Aquarius conjoin Pluto

We discussed this conjunction a few weeks back, as we ran down the planets' contact to Pluto, the U.S. 
Pluto and Moon in the 1776 chart. In spite of the positive new mindset of the innovative thinkers in the 
world, and our own guidance to change certain things for the better now, this conjunction still has the 
potential of a dangerous volatile eruption of some sort. I always think electrical and energy, tech and 
internet when I see Aquarius and Uranus active.

It spreads into the Venus conjoin Pluto on the 17th, the Venus conjoin the U.S. Pluto on February 14th, 
and Venus conjoin transiting Mars on February 21-23. Conjunctions also create eruptions of energy.

With regards to the U.S. chart, it's mostly regarding our financial crisis – people are increasingly 
challenging oppressive situations with new solutions.
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https://youtu.be/d5jSi-0vmH8?si=-rzx9zDpY5e_4JbC 

These conjunctions easily could provoke an artificial national crisis leading to emergency digital 
control. Also, the power of these conjunctions intensify challenging these agendas. Anytime Mars and 
Pluto are involved, an intense and aggressively pushed agenda occurs, whether positive or 
negative...both sides. It's as if the whole world has become totally fed up with an old pattern, 
individuals and systems which are so obviously not working, and only serving the few. Many intense 
discussions will be going on everywhere, everyone has an opinion, and many are excellently explained.
Also for those who desire to rapidly step up increase control, suddenly are increasingly impatient and 
could at anytime pull the trigger.

Military aggression is still high on the radar, yet this will not go well, as a degrading of faith in 
discernment of leadership will continue to escalate.

It's like the world of awakened individuals are becoming more and more unified for a higher way of 
life, smarter solutions.

February continues to escalate tensions within the world. We desire change and it is happening, but the 
children of light in this world right now, need more. 
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AFFIRMATION

I call on the magnificent powers of the divine, the angels and perfected beings
to release a flood of transmutative and transformational light and love into the

potentially triggering disruptive planetary positions, from Mars, Venus and
Mercury in the signs of Capricorn/Aquarius, conjoining transiting Pluto at
zero degrees Aquarius, the U.S. 1776 Moon at 27* Aquarius, and the 1789
Natal U.S. Pluto at 19* Aquarius now. Transform these energies now into
higher inspirations of freedom, divine solutions and call to action for more

evolved leadership everywhere. 

Feb 13 2024 Venus sextile Neptune

One day of social connections, negotiations, arrangement, pleasant meetings and constructive 
helpfulness towards each other.

Feb 15 Sun semi-sextile Neptune

Our focus is continually brought back to what it is we're desiring to manifest in our goals, what is the 
desired results we're looking for. A semi inspiring day reminding ourselves to stay the course, and keep 
the positive outcomes we want forefront in our minds.

Feb 15 Mercury sextile Chiron and Node

Recognizing the problem is the first step towards positive change. This would be a great day for taking 
one small step towards that future ideal. This day can offer intelligent work, writing, communication 
and smart decision making. Self improvement and really enjoying a good book or interview which hits 
the spot for your need for rejuvenation. Collaborations with others who share similar experiences 
support the work at hand.

Feb 15 – 16 Mercury 19* Aquarius square Uranus

Internet, communications, electronics, tech, cyber hacks, satellite issues and other networking activities
could experience interference during these days. (and throughout February). Some mix ups with 
arrangements, plans, schedules etc..could happen. Keep reviewing schedule and collaborations with 
team and friends, as this day might glitch plans. Electrical issues, weird weather and geophysical 
disruptions can occur.

Feb 17, Venus conjoin Pluto

Discussed above under the Mars conjoin Pluto, a socially intense movement globally to utilize 
power for a social particular agenda, linked with finance - it intensifies conglomerate personal and 
group resources to take control over systems, policies, and make a huge impact statement.

Personally, a day of internal emotional drive to re-capture one's worth and value (Venus) and align 
oneself with very practical arranging of one's money, shopping, needs, personal order. Anything which 
pertains to thriving, surviving, investing, saving, and drawing upon your own internal abilities talents 
and resources to get you where you want to be, versus depending upon others and their support. 



It is a decision to get something done, regardless of the circumstances.

Feb 18, Sun moves into Pisces

 

Feb 21-23 Venus conjoins Mars at 6* Aquarius

Combining the social financial and internally emotional will and determination to reach our objective 
now or in the future, Mars enhances this determination with strong energy to get up and get it done. 
Expect motivation to cut through and accomplish things you might have been putting off for a while, 
on these days. This is all part of the breaking free from an old rut, thing.

Remember, we are still moving through the 1st quadrant of 2024, up until April 8, so even though we're 
talking about a lot of action taking place, much change, dynamic decisions and positive mindset 
transformations occurring, it's still the 1st quarter of the year, which is basically (rapidly!) setting a 
strong theme, a blueprint, of what is to come and be seriously out pictured in the world of reality, a 
new reality, as we enter the emotional quadrant on April 8, 2024, and so on.

So, what this means to me, is that all of this intense conversation, ideas and impulse for a better future,
is good to engage in, and it is quite amazing to witness within myself and the world, how restless 
everyone is! I for one, am continuing to concentrate upon the things I feel are truly important to 
achieve as I draw down the matrix for the first quadrant of the Etheric Blueprint now up to April 8. I 
also notice it continues to become more enhanced and real, possible as the weeks go by.

The year broken up into four quadrants, beginning on the New Moon in January 2024, then 
consecutively switching to the next quadrant theme, and the next, can be found HERE, and more details
regarding other key planetary events can be found HERE.

Feb 23 Mercury moves into Pisces

Mercury brings new information into our thoughts. It also conveys messages from the outside world 
into our personal lives in the sign of Pisces, it generally switches back and forth between an increase of 
sensitivity and compassion, artistic and musical inspiration, higher dreams and ideals, versus, reactions 
to what is wrong, what isn't the way it should be. disappointed or impatient with our situations, our 
suffering or life issues which are not the way we desire it to go. Harness the power of Mercury and be 
more assertive during this time to get the thing which is causing the suffering, out of the way.

Feb 24 Venus in Aquarius square Jupiter

A day to watch out for over committing yourself or counting too much on another.

Be moderate in your expectations of others and yourself. Not a good day for spending. Impractical 
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exaggeration of finances, purchases, investments or even the promises of others during the 24th. 
Moderation and sharper observing required in order to conserve your money or avoid disappointments 
with others.

Feb 26 – 28 Mars at 10* Aquarius square Jupiter at 10* Taurus

Potential waste.....is it a waste of your time? Money? Expectations? The 24th – 28 are plagued with 
stronger desires for a certain outcome, but you could over do it now. Over commit, not judge oneself or
another's abilities properly – possibly over commit to a purchase, a decision which is pressing on you 
during the week.

Global conflicts with attacks, financial confrontations and realities – waste, poor judgment, 
inappropriate behavior or comments from leadership – this could already be starting, and escalates up 
through this week.

 

Feb 28 Mercury conjoin Saturn at 9* Pisces

Serious complaining, scrutiny, analysis, strong disapproval and heavy words or strong opinions 
expressed this day – a sudden realization of the serious nature of a situation. Challenges with wrapping 
our minds around personal and/or global situations. A strong dose of reality.

Feb 29 Sun conjoins Saturn

This aspect begins on the 28th and results on the 29th with a stronger reality check, the 29th issues are 
more revealing as to how to proceed, so whatever we're all experiencing on the 28th would be fully 
understood in its entirety on the 29th of February. A potentially heavy day for any situation involving 
Piscean issues – neglect, avoidance of truth, sabotaged (being sold down the river) betrayal - with 
consequences following, suffering, sicknesses, viruses, word released regarding a dire global reality of 
some sort – sobering statistics revealed regarding something we can all relate to.

Events occurring which require some adjusting within ourselves, from a state of indifference, or of 
ambiguity to awake, clear and motivated, is now happening. February 28 - 29th will cause many to 
wake up and Saturn definitely get theirs attention.
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Whatever is going on, which began in the first part of February in regards to global world events, 
certain things are not playing out as some desired them to be. This cycle of February feels like a karmic
accountability period for many in global leadership positions and are only going to increase as we 
quickly move into the next Solar Eclipse on April 8.

Mercury sextiles Jupiter, Venus sextiles Node

fortunately the month ends on a positive note of expansive ideas, helpful discussions, supportive 
relationships and socially universal harmony and consensus as to how personal and world situations 
should be.

Thank you for supporting Stardrops! The year 2024 has several key events playing out. In order to get 
this to you quickly, I refrained from including a repeat of all the other major events taking place, but 
you can read about them especially in the last two – three Stardrops.

Have a successful February! We'll have to see how it all turns out!

Christine

 

More Whitney https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9S8INDDifU
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